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Single-particle motion in liquid sodium
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The van Hove scattering function S(Q,to) of liquid sodium has been measured at three states in
the temperature range 400 to 800 K for magnitudes of the scattering vector Q between 0.3 and 4.6
o

A . Coherent and incoherent scattering mere separated by a model analysis. The incoherent data
were analyzed in terms of a collision rate and several shape parameters of $,(Q, to) such as the re-

duced half-width y(Q)=toilet(Q)/(DQ) . Results were compared with a kinetic-model theory of
Gotze and Zippelius, showing good agreement. The observed resonancelike transition of y(Q) from
a diffusive to a more "hard-sphere-gas"-like behavior is temperature dependent and indicates no
simple relation to the static structure factor of the liquid.

I. INTRODUCTION

Much of our present knowledge of diffusion or single-
particle motion in liquid metals was collected over the last
two decades. ' Besides tracer methods and NMR tech-
niques, the usefulness of neutron scattering techniques for
experimental investigations of diffusive motions has also
been recognized.

Whereas the former techniques essentially yield infor-
mation on the Brownian limit of diffusion, inelastic
scattering of slow neutrons in principle can explore the
entire time and space range of atomic motions. Early
neutron scattering experiments ' demonstrated these pos-
sibilities but suffered from technical limitations and sta-
tistical accuracy.

Recent progress in our understanding of single-particle
motion in liquids mainly came through computer simula-
tions 's's and the development of kinetic theories. ' Espe-
cially the analysis of the molecular-dynamics data for the
incoherent scattering function S,(Q,co) showed, besides
the well-known limits of Brownian diffusion for Q~O
and perfect-gas behavior for Q~ae, interesting changes
in the shape of this function in the intermediate-Q range,
which subsequently were qualitatively explained by im-
proved kinetic models. These advances in theory sug-
gested more detailed neutron scattering studies especially
in the intermediate-Q range. In this paper we report the
results of a series of neutron scattering measurements on
liquid sodium in the temperature range from 400 to 800
K, which support the kinetic-model analysis in the low-
and intermediate-Q regions but show systematic devia-
tions at larger Q.

In Sec. II the experimental technique will be described.
Section III outlines the data analysis and describes the
models used to represent the experimental data and the
corrections necessary to determine the incoherent pmt of
the scattering function. Although coherent and in-
coherent scattering on sodium can be separated model in-
dependently by the use of neutron polarization analysis, a
technique which we will describe in a later paper, in this
work a simple model for coherent scattering described by
Lovesey has been used. The data analysis was further

simplified by making use of the observation that the in-

coherent data can be represented in good approximation
by the Nelkin-Ghatak model' using a Q-dependent effec-
tive collision rate. Finally, the essential results of this
analysis of the experimental data are presented and com-
pared to theoretical models in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Samples

Liquid sodium samples of high purity (99.95%) were
held in cylindrical vanadium tubes of 15.1-mm inner di-
ameter, 0.2-mrn wall thickness, and 150-mm length, al-
lowing for thermal expansion of the sodium between the
melting point (T ~=371 K) and 1000 K. The liquid
sodium density p ~=0.927 g/cm and the free cross sec-
tions" of sodium for coherent scattering (of =1.54 b), in-
coherent scattering (of' ——1.55 b) and absorption of neu-
trons (cr'=0.53 b, A, =1.8 A) cause roughly 10% scatter-
ing of the incident neutron beam in the temperature range
of the experiment. For heating the samples to the tem-
peratures requested the spectrometers IN4 and IN6 at the
Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) used for the scattering ex-
periments were equipped with standard vacuum furnaces.
The spectrometers and auxiliary equipment are described
elsewhere. ' Scattering runs were performed at tempera-
tures of the sodium samples of 403, 602, and 803 K. The
temperature was controlled by two W-Rh therrnocouples
indicating a temperature stability of +1 K and a tempera-
ture homogeneity along the total sample length of the or-
der of 1%.

B. Measurements

Neutron time-of-flight spectra were taken on both spec-
trometers mentioned above. The spectrometer IN4 is a
phased rotating crystal spectrometer using two graphite
crystals. It was operated at an incident neutron energy
Eo ——12.55 meV with an elastic energy resolution of 0.57
meV. The 228 He counters (each 1 inch in diameter and
12 inches in length) were placed at a distance of 4.02 m
from the sample on a vertical arc covering an angular
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range from 9' to 139.5', In this way elastic scattering vec-
tors from 0.3 to 4.6 A ' could be measured. To adjust
the Q resolution, at different angles different numbers of
counters were grouped together and between 9' and 18' the
active length of the counters was reduced to 6 inches. The
time-of-flight data for each detector position were record-
ed into 256 time channels each of 16 )usec.

IN6 which is a focusing crystal chopper spectrometer
was operated at an incident energy Eo ——2.35 meV with an
elastic energy resolution of 0.053 meV, thus allowing mea-
surements in the low-Q region with an order of magnitude
improved resolution. At this instrument with a flight
path of 2.47 m an angular range from 17.3' to 103.6' was
covered with groups of He counters (elliptic cross section
15 X 30 mm, 12 inches in length), including seven counters
at the smallest and 18 counters at the largest scattering
angle. From these geometrical data a Q resolution of 0.02
A ' is deduced for the smallest scattering angle. At IN6
time-of-flight data for each detector position were record-
ed in 256 time channels of 14 p,sec. The kinematic region
covered by both instruments is illustrated in Fig. 1. For
both instruments the resolution function was determined
from elastic scattering on vanadium. Because the vanadi-
um data were also used for normalizing the sodium
scattering data the vanadium sample was constructed as a
spiral to match the sodium sample in geometry and
scattering power (atomic number density is 1.49X10 2

cm ). The sample alignment was checked by using a
cadmium rod of the same size in place of the sample.

Besides sample (sodium) runs at the three temperatures
mentioned, empty container runs (empty vanadium con-
tainer and furnace} and empty furnace runs were per-
formed at the same temperatures in order to supply infor-
mation for quantitative corrections of the sample environ-
ment contribution to the recorded scattering.

Wu)

{meV)

III. DATA EVALUATION
AND MODEL DESCRIPTION

A. Intensity attenuations and background corrections

The relatively strong sample environment scattering re-
quired careful corrections, especially for the contributions
of the container and the furnace to the total scattering. In
a typical detector in the low-Q region a total of 6X10
counts were collected, of which about 30% originates
from the sample environment. The standard procedure'
to treat container scattering was extended to include the
contribution of the furnace. The scattering from the sodi-
um sample was calculated using the following expres-
sion:

I,(8,co) = 1

AsscF(8~~)

AcscF(8 ~)
X IscF(8,co) — IcF(8,co)

AccF 8~

AFscF(8, ri)) AcscF(8, ro)

A FF(8,tt) ) A ccF( 8,co )

AFCF(8 r0)
X IF(8,co)

AFF 8,c0

The attenuation factors AsscF, etc. (S, C, and F mean
sample, container, and furnace in the notation of Paalman
and Pings' ), were calculated numerically as a function of
scattering angle and energy transfer, taking the actual
beam geometry (e.g., diaphragms} of each experiment into
account. The so-evaluated sample scattering then was
normalized per number of atoms and unit solid angle and
further reduced to an effective symmetric scattering func-
tion

4~ ko I,'(8,co) kul2k~T

k f(k)

where I,'(8,co) is the sample scattering per atom, unit solid
angle, and energy interval and f(k) is the detector effi-
ciency for wave number k, which was derived from the
vanadium data.

B. Conversion to constant wave-vector transfer

0 't -0,1 0 0,1
&m {meV)

FIG. 1. (a) Kinematic region of the used instruments IN4
(Ep = 12.SS meV, solid curve} and IN6 ( Eo——2.3S mev, dashed
curve). (b) Experimental resolution function for IN4 (~=O.S7
meV) and IN6 (aE=O.OS3 meV).

For the discussion of results and comparison with
models it is sometimes more convenient to have the data
at constant momentum transfer AQ, therefore the

S,rr(8, co) data were sorted for the given elastic Q values
of the detector using a EQ window corresponding to the
instrumental Q resolution. Because experimental data are
available only along discrete paths 8=const in the
kinematic plane, this sorting leads to an incomplete cover-
ing of the S(Q,co) distribution on the co scale. A two-
dimensional interpolation would remove this feature, but
we considered it more reliable to base further discussions
on directly available experiment data.
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C. Multiple-scattering corrections

The raw data are the sum of singly and multiply scat-
tered neutrons. In principle the multiple-scattering com-
ponent may be removed by simulating the experiment
with a Monte Carlo technique. ' However, in the present
case we felt that a simpler approach would suffice, name-

ly an estimation of sodium multiple scattering using an
effective mass gas model [Mdr =MS (Q)] for the dynamic
effects and adjusting the magnitude of the necessary
correction to the experimental remaining background at
large energy transfer. This gives the phenomenological
prescription with Qo the position of the maximum of
S(Q),

N
(ru) = exp —

z~~g eff 00 2Q effU 0

Uoz ——AT/M, Q,ff —Qo/[S(Q0)]'

Using the tables of Ref. 16 gave b,o——0.08 for the actual
sample geometry. The experimental background suggest-
ed a slightly higher value b,"i"-0. 1 which can be justified
by additional multiple-scattering contributions of the
sample environment. Because multiple scattering is a
rather broad structureless distribution, small changes in

Qdr in Eq. (3) will have only a minor influence on the pa-
rameters of single scattering to be determined.

k, Tg'
MS(g) '

2
L

'
]./2

3k~ TQ
NI = +NE 1—3 sin(gro)

Q&0

6 sin(gro )

(Qro)'

6cos(gro)

(Qro)

coi is the ratio of fourth to second moment, coE the Ein-
stein frequency, and ro the radius of the pair correlation
maximum. It should be noted that (5) satisfies the sum
rules up to the fourth moment.

The S(Q) data of the present experiment which we
used in Eq. (5) are illustrated in Fig. 2. At 403 K where a
comparison with x-ray data's is possible, a reasonable
agreement is found with the exception of the low-Q re-
gion, where we believe our multiple-scattering correction
may be insufficient. The numbers used for radius ro (Ref.
19) and Einstein frequency co@ (Ref. 19) are given in Table
I. As values for coE of sodium are available only at 400 K
the numbers at 602 and 803 K were extrapolated using the
suggested scaling relation roz~-v Tn (T), where n (T) is
the number density.

D. Model analysis

The main aim of the present investigation is the
analysis of the incoherent part of the scattering. Sodium
scatters neutrons both coherently and incoherently with

about equal strength. The reduced data S~f(g, ro) have to
be written in the following form:

S,rf(Q, ~)= S(g,co)+ S,(g,co)+b, (co) .
0'~ Cr~

(4)

Because in the present measurements an experimental
separation of coherent and incoherent scattering was not
possible, a separation based on model description was
tried. An essential coherent contribution to total scatter-
ing occurs in the region of the maximum of the static
structure factor S(Q) around Qo.

It is believed that for this Q region and extending to
greater Q values the "viscoelastic model" of Loveseys may
be a reasonable approximation for our purpose. This was
confirmed in a preliminary polarization analysis experi-
ment on the spectrometer D78 at the ILL' which allows
a model-independent separation of coherent and in-
coherent scattering. The analysis of the coherent part of
these data yield relaxation times r(g), which agree within
an uncertainty limit of about 10% with the values calcu-
lated with the ansatz of Lovesey. Therefore in the
analysis of our data the coherent scattering contribution
was represented by the following model:

S(g) ~o(~ii ~o~)&g)

(~'—~0) + [~~(g)(o~' —~i)]'

INC T= 602 K

+y ~
0 ~
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ooo+ 0 i I
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FIG. 2. Structure factor of liquid sodium at three tempera-
tures. For comparison, x-ray data (Ref. 18) for T=373 K are
included (solid curve).
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TABLE I. Parameters used for the viscoelastic model of
sodium and values for the diffusion constant D (Ref. 1).

403
602
803

ro (A)

3.4
3.4
3.3

( 1012 s—1)

16.2
17.0
17.2

D {10 ' cm2s ')

5.0
12,8
22.0

One shortcoming of the model (5) is that it does not
describe the perfect-gas limit properly. Therefore this
description was improved in the higher co region by the
so-called Skold approximation, ' which shows perfect-gas
behavior S~s(g, co} for the scattering law at high Q,

S(g,co) =S(g)Sus(g', co),

Q'=Q/[S(g)]' (co & 2coE) .

The formula (6) was used for co&2coz, as for these high
energies (=20 meV) the statistical accuracy of the data
does not allow us to distinguish between different models.
Our model description approach in the analysis of the
sodium data also suggested searching for a simple model
to parameterize the incoherent part of the scattering. We
found a single relaxation-time solution of the linearized
Boltzmaim equation described first by Nelkin and Gha-
tak' convenient for this purpose. The Nelkin-Ghatak
model can be summarized as follows:

S (g )
1 U(l —U) —V

(1—U)'+ V'

a
i 2guo v 2guo

The only parameter of this simple binary collision model
is the collision parameter a or y. The model is attractive
because it yields both the exact low-Q and high-Q limits
of the incoherent scattering function. For Q~O, i.e.,
y »1 with uo/a set equal to the diffusion constant D, (7)
reduces to the Lorentzian for classical diffusion and for
Q~ ao, i.e., y ~0, (7) reduces to the perfect-gas scattering
function.

A binary collision model is certainly too simple to give
a realistic description of liquid dynamics. However, in a
parameterized analysis approach a discussion of an exper-
imentally determined effective Q-dependent collision pa-
rameter a(Q} may give valuable quantitative information
on the improvements necessary in a more realistic theory.

A similar but more phenomenological model proposed
by Egelstaff and Schoffied could also be used in the type
of analysis suggested.

where U(xy) =~nyu (x y), V(xy) =Vayu(xy), and
IV(x+iy)=u(x, y)+iu(x, y) is the probability function
for complex argument. ~

The reduced variables are defined as

E. Resolution correction

In the low-Q region covered by the present experiment
the width of the (mainly incoherent) scattering function
became comparable with the resolution width of the spec-
trometers which made a proper correction mandatory.
The resolution functions of both instruments (IN4, IN6)
were deduced from the measured vanadium data, an ex-

ample of which is given in Fig. 1, by fitting a cubic spline
to these data.

Finally, the ansatz (4) including the described models
for coherent and incoherent scattering was folded with the
experimentally determined resolution and the resulting ex-
pression was fitted to the experimental data by a nonlinear
least-squares fit technique.

The essential parameter determined in this way, namely
a(Q), corresponds to that of the resolution corrected in-
coherent scattering function. The results for a(Q} and
other derived quantities like the reduced half-widths

y(g) =coi~2(g)lDQ and 5(g) =2coi&2(Q)S(Q, O) will be
discussed in the next section.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows some examples of incoherent scattering
functions derived in the described way from the measured
time-of-fiight spectra. Although all these scattering func-
tions are smooth bell-shaped curves as functions of co, a
closer inspection of their shape seems to indicate a change
from a more Lorentzian-like to a more Gaussian-like
behavior. A simple quantitative description of this obser-
vation can be given by the product of the width and the
maximum peak height: b (Q) =2co»2S, (Q,O). For nor-
malized scattering functions S,(Q,co) this product is
b,L (g) =2/ir in the case of a pure Lorentzian, whereas it
is b, G(Q) =(41n2/n)' for a Gaussian.

In Fig. 4 the evaluated values of b (Q) for the measured

S,(g,co) of liquid sodium at the three temperatures inves-
tigated are plotted versus Q. At T=403 K, which is close
to the melting point, the crossover from Lorentzian to
Gaussian behavior is rather smooth; it starts essentially at
Q&2.5 A ' and is still not completed at the end of the
experimental Q range. At the higher temperatures the
"step" in 6(g) clearly is more pronounced and seems to
shift to lower Q with increasing T. Although in the limit
g~ao S,(g, co) has to be Gaussian, the observation that
the transition occurs already at intermediate Q and in a
relatively narrow Q range is surprising.

This change in shape also is refiected in the Q depen-
dence of the effective collision rate a(g} introduced in
Sec. III. In Fig. 5 the results of the least-squares fits for
a(g) are shown. In the low-Q region a(g) is nearly in-
dependent of Q and its numerical value is in good agree-
ment with ao ——uo/D calculated with the known diffusion
constant' at the corresponding temperature.

In the same Q range where 5(g) increases, the collision
rate sharply decreases and with further increasing g only
small changes of a(g) are found. It is tempting to con-
clude from this observation that in liquid sodium two dif-
ferent collision regimes have to be considered. Obviously
the high-Q regime is essentially determined by "hard-
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sphere-gas"-like behavior, whereas in the low-Q regime
more complex collisions typical for diffusive motion
behavior are expected. The transition from the low- to
the high-Q regime seems to be related to the square root

coo(Q) =Quo of the second moment of S,(Q,co), which can
be considered as a characteristic frequency of the system.
This simple picture has to be taken with caution, e.g., as-
suming an co-independent collision rate is certainly an ap-
proximation, which becomes less valid with increasing co.

A third way to represent Q-dependent shape effects of
S,(Q,oi) is to plot its reduced half-width y(Q)
=coi/t(Q)/DQ as illustrated in Fig. 6. At low Q the de-
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FIG. 6. Reduced half-width y(Q) =~iqi{Q}/DQ compared
at low Q with the classical value y"(Q)=1 (dotted line) and

with the perfect-gas behavior y(Q)-1/Q (for 602 and 803 K) at
high Q (dash-dotted curve). Dashed curve, fit to the Enskog
theory of a hard-sphere gas (for parameters see Table II); solid

curve, theory of Gotze and Zippelius (Ref. 7) (for parameters see

Table III).
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crease of y(Q) with increasing Q relative to its hydro-
dynamic limit y(Q~O)=1 indicates a diffusion retarda-
tion. But then in the transition region pointed out above,
the reduced half width increases which refiects an increase
in mobility. For T=403 K a comparison with MD calcu-
lationss and low Q results3' show good agreement and fi-
nally with growing Q, y(Q) seems to approach the 1/Q
behavior of the perfect-gas limit. The deviation from the
ideal-gas behavior may have to do with the finite hard-
core part of the particle potential, which suggests a com-
parison with the scattering function of an Enskog hard-
sphere gas. 6 The open parameter of this model, the parti-
cle mean free path l, can be fitted to the data and on the
other hand be directly evaluated using Enskog's prescrip-
tion: IE ——I/[v 2wo ng(o)], where o is the hard-sphere
diameter ' and g(cr) the pair correlation at contact.
The dashed line in Fig. 6 illustrates the fits and Table II

0 Mii » I

1

~ 4

i I i i I I I i

5 Q(A) 7E (A}

TABLE II. Particle mean-free-path length of liquid sodium
at different temperatures.

T (K) o (A) 7 (A)
FIG. 5. Collision rate a{Q}as evaluated with the Ne1kiu-

Ghatak model {Ref. 10}at different temperatures [ao——u f&/D iu
the hydrodynamic regime; straight line, coo{Q}=Quo, the typica1
ideal-gas frequency].

403
602
803

3.26
3.12
3.00

0.15
0.26
0.37

0.20
0.32
0.45
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summarizes the results. The agreement between / and 1E

is rather good, especially if one considers that introducing
a hard-sphere mean free path is only an approximation
and that at high particle densities this classical length be-

comes comparable to the thermal wave length of the par-
ticle ( T=400 K, A, N,-0.18 A).

Several theoretical models have been proposed in the
past to describe the space and time dependence of single-

particle motion in liquids ' ' ' . Among these the
models of Lovesey and Akcazu et al. describe the de-

cay of the memory function M, (Q, t) of the particle's self
current correlation by a simple exponential decay,
parameterizing the decay or relaxation time r, (Q).
Whereas this approximation seems to describe the particle
behavior at small Q reasonably, it does not reflect the
necessary decrease of M, (Q, t) at large Q to assure free
particle behavior at Q~00. The latter feature has been
taken into account in theories of Gotze and Zippelius and
Wahnstrom et al. , which are based on the solution of
two coupled kinetic equations for the phase-space density
of a fiuid particle using the Mori formalism. Because a
computer program of the Gotze and Zippelius model3'
was available to us, we compared our data with this
model, which has two parameters, namely D and coE. A
fit of the model's reduced half width y(Q) to the experi-
mental data is also included in Fig. 6. In the low- and
intermediate-Q region the observed Q dependence is
described quite well. The model explains diffusion retar-
dation at small Q through a Q- and ro-dependent many-
particle "potential" created by the motion of the tagged
particle which polarizes the surrounding liquid. At a
characteristic Q, value which depends on the temperature
this additional effective potential breaks down thus allow-
ing the particle a more free motion which is reflected in
the sudden increase of the measured reduced width. The
characteristic Q, of the model can be determined from a
least-squares fit to the data, the results are given in Table
III and show no evidence for a close connection between

Q, and Qn-2 A ', the structure factor maximum.
In the model Q, is related to the Einstein frequency

through the relation Q, =chez/2UO leading to the values
coEoz quoted in Table III, which we think are in fair agree-
ment with literature values co@ mentioned above, taking
the uncertainty of this parameter into account. Whereas
the agreement between theory and experiment in the
lower-Q region is quite satisfying, Fig. 6 illustrates a sys-
tematic difference in the high-Q region. Very probably
this effect stems from the fact that the theory does not

TABLE III. Characteristic Q, values and Einstein frequen-
cies determined from the model fit.

403
602
803

Q, (A)

2.76
1.72
1.67

Gz
( 1012s

—1)

21+1.7
17+1.5
18+1.5

a)g {10' s ')

16.2
17.0
17.2

take into account a realistic two-particle potential with a
repulsive core but rather describes binding via the Einstein
frequency ruz.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We reported a series of inelastic neutron-scattering
measurements on liquid sodium at several temperatures
which are accurate enough to explore detailed features of
the van Hove scattering function. Although in the
present case coherent and incoherent scattering had to be
separated by a model analysis, the incoherent part which
reflects the single-particle motion shows new and interest-
ing features. We think that the results are an excellent
test of modern kinetic theories for single-particle motions
in liquid metals and indicate directions for further im-
provement. Further experimental improvement is possible
by the use of neutron polarization analysis for the separa-
tion of coherent and incoherent scattering. We hope that
by applying this technique a more detailed study of the
transition region from diffusive to "hard-sphere-gas"-like
motion will be feasible.
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